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The prepaid services industry is one of the fastest growing industries in the U.S. and the world. In 2009, the
industry was over $330 billion. Prepaid 101:Lessons in the Basics, is a compilation of the very popular
"Prepaid 101" series of articles by editor Retske, aka Professor Retske, offering readers lessons in a wide
array of technical, business, and marketing topics, all focused on the prepaid industry. This highly acclaimed
series of articles ran for seven years in The Prepaid Press, the leading prepaid industry publication. Prepaid
101:Lessons in the Basics covers prepaid calling cards, gift cards, prepaid cellular, debit cards, loyalty
programs and more. The articles cover: * What is prepaid and how can you make money in it? * What are
the hottest prepaid products? * How do prepaid services work? * What are consumers looking for, and
avoiding? * Prepaid calling cards * Prepaid cellular/wireless services * Point of Sale technologies * Selling
prepaid * Making money and increasing profits * Gift cards * Debit cards And much, much more! A special
23 page white paper spelling out the details of the prepaid calling card industry is included in a bonus section
of Prepaid 101. The secrets of the experts are revealed about this multi-billion dollar industry. Whatever your
interest in prepaid - entrepreneur, consumer, analyst, financier, journalist - you will find these basic lessons
in prepaid informative and valuable. The topics are selected to give the reader a broad understanding of
prepaid with essential details covering every part of the industry.
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From reader reviews:

Ronald Ybarra:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yep, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a walk,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book allowed Prepaid 101? Maybe it is to
become best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time using your favorite's book,
you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have some other opinion?

Donald Link:

This Prepaid 101 book is not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The benefit you
get by reading this book is usually information inside this guide incredible fresh, you will get details which is
getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. This Prepaid 101 without we comprehend teach the
one who reading through it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't always be worry Prepaid
101 can bring whenever you are and not make your handbag space or bookshelves' grow to be full because
you can have it in the lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Prepaid 101 having fine arrangement in word
and also layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Connie Curtis:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information quicker to
share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You can
view that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. Often the book that recommended to you
personally is Prepaid 101 this reserve consist a lot of the information from the condition of this world now.
This kind of book was represented how do the world has grown up. The language styles that writer use to
explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some investigation when he makes this book. This
is why this book suited all of you.

Andre Barrett:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book seemed to be rare?
Why so many question for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy for reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book but also novel and Prepaid 101 or others sources were given know-how
for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science book
was created for teacher or students especially. Those textbooks are helping them to include their knowledge.
In various other case, beside science publication, any other book likes Prepaid 101 to make your spare time
more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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